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Abstract—This work presents a novel and unique traffic surveillance dataset, the MTID. When capturing data for traffic surveillance, the positioning of the camera is crucial, and depending on the task different approaches provide different advantages. Multiple viewpoints, however, are rarely compared. Our dataset gives the ability to analyze the difference between two viewpoints in great detail.

A complex traffic scene has been captured simultaneously from two different viewpoints: that of a camera mounted on existing infrastructure, and an that of a drone. The frames from each video capture have been synchronized in time and all road users have been carefully annotated down to pixel-level accuracy. The dataset consists of 3100 frames from each viewpoint, containing 18883 individual annotations on the pole viewpoint, and 50274 individual annotations on the drone viewpoint. The dataset is freely available online*.

Apart from the dataset, which is our main contribution, we also provide benchmark detection results for four different groups of road users for other researchers to compare their results with. We show that the detection problem is challenging, as we achieve mAPs of only 22.62% and 27.75% using a pre-trained state-of-the-art detector on the two viewpoints.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic surveillance is a subject of increasing importance, as our cities grow larger and more people become able to afford cars. Traffic surveillance can help not only enforce traffic laws (with e.g. red light cameras), but also in counting traffic and evaluating traffic flows in cities. Information gained from traffic surveillance can be used to improve both throughput and safety on our roads.

From a computer vision point of view, traffic surveillance is very challenging due to the large amount of diverse scenes, objects and in particular objects overlapping each other, resulting in occlusion. The easiest way to prevent occlusion is to carefully consider the placement of sensors. Intuitively, a proper birds-eye view of the infrastructure seems the best for counting and tracking road users. In an attempt to achieve this, the sensors are placed as high as possible, usually on either existing infrastructure, e.g. traffic light poles, or on some portable or temporary pole [9]. In some scenarios, the portable pole can provide a better view-angle in case the existing infrastructure options are limited. These options provide a side-top view-angle, which, while not perfect, gives something akin to a birds-eye viewpoint. For the purposes of this work, there is essentially no difference between the pole and infrastructure mounting options. However, this perspective still proves problematic when large objects, e.g. trucks and buses, occlude large areas in the scene.

An obvious attempt at a solution to this is to instead put the camera on a drone, which would be able to fly directly above the scene and provide a perfect birds-eye view and thus solve all above issues. This approach, however, is not without issues either. Large objects such as motor vehicles, trucks, and buses are still easily detectable in such footage, but in a direct top-down view, the footprint of vulnerable road users, in particular pedestrians and cyclists, is drastically smaller. An illustration of the infrastructure and drone approaches for capturing data at traffic intersections is shown in figure 1.

This paper attempts to provide insights into the differences between these viewpoints, and its main contribution is a carefully annotated dataset of the same traffic scene captures from both a infrastructure-mounted viewpoint and a drone viewpoint. The dataset has been annotated not only with bounding boxes, but with pixel-level precision. This dataset is interesting for two main reasons:

1) It provides a unique opportunity to compare two different viewpoints of the same scene in a rigorous manner.
2) It puts forth a very challenging detection and segmentation problem, especially with regards to pedestrians and cyclists in the birds-eye viewpoint.

Apart from providing the dataset and the detailed annotation,
we also show benchmark detection results on four different types of road users for other members of the scientific community to compare against.

II. RELATED WORK

Making the computer intelligent and able to reduce the dataset to only interesting time sequences usually refer to the computer vision stages: object detection, classification and tracking. In this paper, we will only look into object detection. Object detection has been a large computer vision area for ages and has to some extend been solved with simple algorithms such as the Viola-Jones framework [17].

The Haar-like features were used for quite some time until Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) was introduced, which when combined with Support Vector Machine (SVM) outperforms the Viola-Jones framework [4]. Additionally, HOG+SVM has in newer updated versions been able to perform very well with a rather small selection of training images due to inclusion of newer optimization methods.

Most recently, of course, deep learning object detectors have emerged and outperformed the traditional detection schemes by far. Examples include Mask R-CNN [7], Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [12], and You-Only-Look-Once (YOLO) [15].

Machine learning is key for these legacy methods, as well as for almost every recent publication in major journals and conferences. Because of this, all of the aforementioned methods rely heavily on the underlying training dataset. In the past decade, multiple datasets and challenges have been offered to the public. This includes general sets, such as Pascal VOC [5], COCO [11], VIRAT [14], and ImageNet [16], but also more application-specific datasets have appeared within the traffic domain, including for example the LISA Traffic Sign [13] and Traffic Lights [8] datasets, KITTI [6], and AAU RainSnow [1]. Drone datasets do exist for the traffic domain. Relevant examples are [10], [2], [3]. None of these provide any comparison to other viewpoints.

In this paper we present a new dataset, which is unique in presenting two different viewpoints on the same scene. It contains a view from existing infrastructure and a view from a drone, as illustrated in figure 1. To compare the viewpoints, we annotate the dataset with both bounding box and instance segmentation annotations. We furthermore apply the state-of-the-art object detector Mask R-CNN on the dataset with the purpose of comparing the performance on different objects in different view-angles.

III. CHALLENGES IN CAPTURING TRAFFIC SURVEILLANCE DATA

The current widespread solution for recording traffic video data at traffic intersections is by the use of cameras mounted in existing infrastructure, e.g. poles, as seen in figure 2a.

As mentioned in the introduction, this view-angle is not always ideal as larger objects like buses and trucks will occlude smaller objects. This is illustrated in figure 3, where the red car is completely hidden from view in one viewpoint, while being visible in the other. This occlusion is a quite well known problem, which can sometimes be partly solved by deploying a portable pole providing a higher capturing height and a better position [9]. But in order to really get the full overview of a traffic intersection, a drone is an obvious choice given its birds-eye view as illustrated in figure 2b.

Fig. 2: Two different mounting solutions for traffic surveillance cameras, leading to two vastly different viewpoints on the scene. (a) shows a camera mounted in existing infrastructure. (b) shows a drone hovering above a traffic intersection.

Though the drone perspective clearly provides a better overview resulting in fewer occluded objects in the traffic scene, it is not without issues. It is quite difficult to see smaller objects like cyclists and pedestrians. This is sketched in figure 4, and also clear from the actual footage from the dataset shown later in figure 5 and 6. The drone altitude can somewhat mitigate this, but many countries have strict regulations of drones which defines some restrictions on these possibilities. The same regulations will also often prohibit flying directly over the intersection itself, requiring the drone to stay off to the side of the intersection. This reintroduces some of the occlusion problems from the infrastructure-based camera mounting, as the drone essentially now simply act as a very tall, invisible pole.

The correct choice among the two different viewpoints depends on the requirements of the footage. The drone can provide data very rapidly without any major setup, but will in some jurisdictions require a permission from the local police as well as a licensed pilot to operation the drone. Drones will
Fig. 3: The challenge of capturing reliable data from existing infrastructure. Depending on the location of the camera, entire cars may disappear in occlusions. In this case, the red car is invisible from viewpoint (a), but perfectly visible in viewpoint (b). That does not make viewpoint (b) superior, though, since the same problem would be present there, had the positions of the bus and the red car been swapped.

Fig. 4: An illustration of the difficulty with drone-footage. (a) A pedestrian ready to cross the intersection. (b) It is very hard to see and thus detect the pedestrian in the drone view-angle.

IV. DATASET

The dataset consists of two different view-angles: Existing infrastructure and a drone. The dataset contains 3100 synchronized and annotated frames from each of the two view-angles. Each frame is annotated with both an axis-aligned bounding box as well as a pixel level mask, allowing instance segmentation. The enormous amount of work that is pixel-wise annotation is worthwhile, since the precise positions of the road users are necessary for proper analysis. A diagonally oriented truck will have a very large bounding box, but less than one third of the bounding box is taken up by the actual truck. For collision analysis, simply looking at bounding box overlap is hence not sufficient.

The annotation scheme follows the COCO format and classes, which in this case provides 4 different annotations in the dataset, namely: bicycle, car, bus and lorry. An overview of the specifications of the dataset is shown in table I. The infrastructure viewpoint was captured using an AXIS M1124-E camera with a VGA resolution at 30 FPS. The drone viewpoint was captured using a DJI Mavic Pro drone using its standard on-board camera. The footage is captured in full HD resolution at 30 FPS. The dataset was captured at an intersection in downtown Aalborg, Denmark.

Sample pictures from each viewpoint are shown in figures 5 and 6. It is worth noting that while permission could not
TABLE I: Overview of the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Infrastructure viewpoint</th>
<th>Drone viewpoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>640x480</td>
<td>1920x1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of frames</td>
<td>3100</td>
<td>3100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycles annotated</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>2909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars annotated</td>
<td>9989</td>
<td>32550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buses annotated</td>
<td>2113</td>
<td>3607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorries annotated</td>
<td>4778</td>
<td>11208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total annotations</td>
<td>18883</td>
<td>50274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be obtained to fly directly over the intersection, the drone footages does mitigate occlusions to a large extent.

The annotation distribution in the dataset for the infrastructure and drone view-angle are seen in figure 7. We note that the overall shape of the two plots are similar, indicating that they do indeed capture the same scene. There are, however, significantly more annotations in the drone viewpoint. This has two reasons. 1) the drone captures from a much higher vantage point, removing many occlusions, but also 2) the drone simply has a larger field of view.

The MTID dataset is freely available at [http://vap.aau.dk/mitd](http://vap.aau.dk/mitd).

V. BENCHMARK DETECTION RESULTS

For evaluating whether one viewpoint is better for automated detection than the other, we used the Mask R-CNN [7] for object detection. We used a model pre-trained on the Microsoft COCO dataset applied directly to MTID. Given an overlap criterion of 50%, the Mask R-CNN achieved a mean average precision (mAp) of 22.62% for infrastructure and 27.75% for drone, which is shown in the precision-recall curves in figures 8 and 9. Regardless of viewpoint, it is clear from these curves that MTID poses a very difficult detection problem. Mask R-CNN, an otherwise impressive detector, performs poorly on both. This also indicates that while the choice of viewpoint is highly relevant, in particular for human evaluation of footage, both viewpoints are so difficult to handle that automatic detection is hardly feasible - there is definitely an open problem here.

Still, let us have a look at the performance for each viewpoint. Started with the infrastructure-based viewpoint, it is clear from figure 8 that neither of the 4 classes are particularly well-performing. The best performing class is "car" with an average precision (AP) of 47.49%, followed by bus and lorry on 26.94% and 10.21%, respectively. The Mask R-CNN object detector on the infrastructure view-angle is able to detect a few bicycles, but it turns out to not even be 10% of the total amount of bicycles present.

The same pattern emerges when analyzing the detection performance on the drone viewpoint. Car, bus, and lorry performs the best, and even slightly better than in the infrastructure viewpoint. Still, detection performance is not great in either case. The biggest surprise is that no bicycles at all are successfully detected in the drone viewpoint. This
is rather important, as it negates much of the advantage the drone has. Remember, the main reason for using the drone viewpoint is to minimize lost detections due to occlusions. Bicycles are the smallest of the classes we consider, and hence the class with the biggest risk of occlusions. But if the drone viewpoint means the bicycles are never detected, regardless of occlusions, that point is moot. Obviously, we do not suggest that bicycle detection in the drone viewpoint is impossible, but it is a very challenging task.

Because the biggest issue is with bicycle detection, we will analyze this problem further. Is the bicycle class ever detected in the dataset? In figures 11 and 10, we show detection performance when varying the intersection over union (IoU) or overlap criterion between 0.01 and 1.00. In other words, at 0.01, we allow a very small overlap between detection and ground truth to be considered a true positive, while a value of 1.00 requires perfect overlap between the ground truth and the detection, meaning a perfect detection. A true 1.00 overlap is basically impossible. As we vary the IoU-criterion, we measure the AP and mAP for all the classes.

When examining and comparing the results presented in figure 11 and figure 10, it is clear that even if we allow for detections that barely overlap the ground truths annotations, we still do not detect any bicycles in the drone view-angle. Nor does it significantly improve the AP of the bicycles in the infrastructure view-angle. The take-away from this, is that bicycle detection in the context will at the very least require a detector which is trained (or fine-tuned) for the particular task.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the MTID: The Multi-view Traffic Intersection Dataset. It is a publicly available dataset providing two different viewpoints of the same traffic scene. Four classes of objects have been annotated throughout the
dataset in both viewpoints: Cars, buses, lorries, and bicycles. 3100 synchronized frames are provided for each viewpoint and in each, all instances of the aforementioned classes have been carefully annotated with both bounding box and at pixel-level. In total 69157 annotations are provided.

We evaluate detection of the four classes in both viewpoints by using a Mask R-CNN pre-trained on the COCO dataset, and find that detection performance for all classes is very poor, regardless of perspective. The infrastructure viewpoint gives an mAP of 22.62%, while the drone viewpoint results in 27.75%. What is also really important to note is that the pre-trained detector failed completely at detecting bicycles.

There are a number of interesting avenues for continuing the work here. First and foremost improving the detection performance, as any other analysis will hinge on better detection. When better detection performance has been obtained, an analysis of whether the drone viewpoint actually helps solve the occlusion problem would be very interesting. This would require linking detections (or annotations) across the two viewpoints and a method of detecting when occlusion occurs. Finally, the dataset can be used to detect various traffic patterns and conflicts.
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